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Topological

Manifolds are generalization of Euclidean spaces Theyare topolog

spaces that created by sewing deformed patches of opensubsetofIR

y y

detention ITDD Moans US

5 R Dine
locally homeomorphic to IR

7 5 8 locally homeomorphic to IR

apt
exampleof aspacethat is locally

grains

after
homeomorphic to Rh



Mobiusstrip Kleinbottle IRP

Def Wesay a topologicalspaceX islocally Euclidean Y
dimension n if UxEX 7 a neighbd U ofX and anopen

Subset VEIN and ahomeomorphism p b V

Anysuch space willshare with R all The local topological
properties locallycompact Connected but not necessarily global

first countability

Properties Compactness Separationaxioms secondcountable metrizable

Def An n manifold X is a Hausdorff second countable
space That is locally Euclidean ofdimension n

A 1 manifold is called a curve

A 2 manifold is called asurface

Proposition Every manifold is metrizable

Proof Hint show X is regular

It turns out that every n manifold can beembedded in IR
sharp result



Dlt Let U baes bean open lover for atopological
space X Apartition of unity subordinate to U is

a family of continuous function 42 X old indexed

bys and satisfies
i supp42 E UL ta EJ where suppYa NYaHT
ii the X F neighbd Ax that intersects supply for

onlyfinitelymany 2 EJ so 4247 0 forallbutfinitelyMogg

iii you I DX EX

This is a powerful used to construct global object frommany
locally defined objects

Therein Lett bea compact n manifold and let Vi É be
an opencover forX F partitionofunity subordinate to that

opencorer

proof X isnormal since it's compact andHausdorff

Wewill shrink Visit to another open cover bit
that satisfies VT E bi ti ti om



Closed

A E U andso Fareighbd

Then The Collection Vi Uzi Um isanther open

cover We proceed byinduction given opensets Vi Ve s t

Vi i i iUn Un Unni Um is anopen cover

we define A XI DIV U Inui

Then Ais aclosed and Un is aneighbor of A Then 7 neighbdUn

A A s t Tak Un

Some shrunk UBI to Visit si Vie Ui

Repeat thisprocedure todefine anotheropencover Wi É s t WIEVi

i Then using Urssohn lemma Choose foreach

it im a cont function Ui X Coil

satisfying Yi Wi 03and Yi Vic 03

Define dies YEE
show that pili isthedesired



Esso partitionofunity

Thy Embeddingthmi

Every compact n manifold canbe embedded in IRN forsomeNel

Post lecture Practice Question

1 Dotheexercises above

2 Wewill prove theembeddingthin Let X be an m dim

compact manifold

a Showthat F anopen lover Ui É and embeddings

gi bis IRM for it in

b Let Yai bea partition ofunity subordinate

to theopen cover Ui it
for it i in define hi x IR by
hi x Pitt gilt nevi

O Xavi

Snowthat hi is continuous

c Define fix Rn x Rm by

f x Pelt Only h H i hn x



Showthat Fis an embedding

3 Solve 5 in section36

4 a let AE IR be closed findaffinctionfiristors

St f o A
b Let X be a compact n manifold Let AE Mbe

a closedset Show That F Continuous function fix fois

St f o A


